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1. INTRODUCTION
The influence of seasonal fluctuations on the incidence levels of infec-
tious diseases has been the topic of numerous investigations. In some
circumstances these seasonal fluctuations do not cause radical changes in
w x w xthe dynamics of disease transmission 2 , while in others 9, 10, 19, 20, 1 ,
for example, seasonal periodicities are shown to induce complicated sub-
harmonic oscillations. The coupling between seasonal variations and the
age-structure of the population has not been completely investigated, for
any of the standard disease transmission models, in part because definite
global behavior results for such models have not been obtained until
w xrecently. Such results are now available for the S.I.S. model 6, 7 , for a
general form of the force of infection terms. For special forms of these
w xterms, the so-called intercohort and intracohort forms of 4 and the mixed
w xintra-intercohort form of 12 there are results on the global behavior of
solutions for this model even when nonlinear logistic control effects on the
w xfertility and death rates occur 16 , and even when there is a periodic influx
* E-mail address: langlais@u-bordeaux2.fr.
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w xof individuals into the population 14 . In this paper we study such seasonal
effects in an S.I.S. model which also includes a spatial structure.
We consider an age and space structured population with two epidemio-
logical classes composed of susceptible and infected individuals whom we
 .   ..denote s and i, respectively. Thus s x, t, a resp. i x, t, a denotes the
 .age-space specific density of susceptible resp. infected individuals at age
a ) 0, location x in some spatial domain V in R d, d s 1, 2, or 3, at time
 .  .  .t ) 0. We let u x, t, a s s x, t, a q i x, t, a be the total population age-
space specific density and denote by A the maximum possible age of anyq
individual. The total density of individuals at time t ) 0 and location x in
V is
AqP x , t s u x , t , a da. 1 .  .  .H
0
w xWe refer to the books 3, 22 for a comprehensive derivation of epidemic
models with age structure. The model equations are of the Lotka, Mac
Kendrick, and von Foerster form
­ s q ­ s y kD s q m P x , t , x , t , a s . .t a x
s yg i ; x , t , a s q d x , t , a i q f x , t , a , .  .  .s
­ i q ­ i y kD i q m P x , t , x , t , a i . .t a x
s qg i ; x , t , a s y d x , t , a i q f x , t , a , .  .  .i
for x in V, 0 - a - A , and t ) 0. The vertical transmission to offspringq
is
Aqi x , t , 0 s e b P x , t , x , t , a i x , t , a da, .  .  . .H
0
and the infected births
Aqs x , t , 0 s b P x , t , x , t , a s x , t , a q 1 y e i x , t , a da. .  .  .  .  . .H
0
One also requires no flux boundary conditions
­ s x , t , a s ­ i x , t , a s 0, x g ­ V , 0 - a - A , t ) 0. .  .n n q
 .The demographic parameters are b s b p, x, t, a G 0, the birth rate;
 .m s m p, x, t, a G 0, the death rate at age a ) 0; and location x in V
and time t ) 0 when the total population is p. Next e , with 0 F e F 1, is
the proportion of newborn offspring of infective parents who are them-
selves infective, the proportion 1 y e being susceptible. Furthermore we
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consider a mild disease such that these demographic parameters are the
same in both classes.
The meaning of the epidemic parameters is as follows. First d s
 .  .d x, t, a G 0 is the recovery rate without immunization. Next f x, t, a ss
 .f G 0 and f x, t, a s f G 0 are the recruitment rates into the s and is i i
 .classes. Last the force of infection term g i; x, t, a takes the form intro-
w xduced in 6, 7, 3 , i.e.,
Aq
g i; x , t , a s g x , t , a i q g x , t , a, a9 i x , t , a9 da9; .  .  .  .H0 1
0
 .the two coefficients entering the definition of g are g s g x, t, a G 0,0 0
 .the intracohort rate of disease transmission, and g s g x, t, a, a9 G 0,1 1
the crosscohort rate of disease transmission from age a9 to age a; a special
form of this latter, called the intercohort transmission, is obtained when
 .  .  .g x, t, a, a9 s g x, t, a , leading to a contribution to g i; x, t, a of the1 1
 .  .  .form g x, t, a I x, t , I x, t being the total number of infective indivi-1
duals.
The random dispersal diffusion operator ykD is the same in bothx
classes.
Upon adding the equations for i and s we obtain the following problem
for the total population u: for x g V, 0 - a - A , and t ) 0,q
­ u q ­ u y kDut a
q m P x , t , x , t , a u s f x , t , a , .  . .
Aqu x , t , 0 s b P x , t , x , t , a u x , t , a da, 2 .  .  .  . .H
0
­ u x , t , a s 0, .n
 .wherein f s f q f and P is given in 1 . The equation for i may bes i
 .  .rewritten as 0 F i x, t, a F u x, t, a , and
­ i q ­ i y kD it a
q m P x , t , x , t , a i s g i ; x , t , a u y i .  .  . .
y d x , t , a i q f x , t , a , .  .i 3 .
Aqi x , t , 0 s e b P x , t , x , t , a i x , t , a da, .  .  . .H
0
­ i x , t , a s 0. .n
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The main goal of this work is the existence of T-periodic solutions for
 .  .Eqs. 1 ] 3 when the data are also T-periodic. By periodic one means
periodic with respect to time. Under quite general assumptions we prove
the existence of a maximal nonnegative and T-periodic solution. Next in
the case of a vertically transmitted disease, 0 - e F 1, we give sufficient
conditions ensuring that this maximal T-periodic solution is unique and
stable in a suitable range. The case of stationary solutions is also treated
for time independent data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the main
assumptions used for the demographic and epidemic parameters; we
 .  .conclude this section by some preliminary results for Eqs. 1 ] 2 in the
 .  .linear case. In Section 3 we prove a comparison principle for Eqs. 1 ] 3 .
This is the key argument in Section 4 to prove the existence of a maximum
 .  .T-periodic solution for Eqs. 1 ] 3 when the data have a common period
T with respect to the time variable and of a maximum stationary solution
 .  .for Eqs. 1 ] 3 in the case of time independent data. In Section 5 we look
at the uniqueness and stability of T-periodic or stationary solutions for
 .  .Eqs. 1 ] 3 in the case of a vertically transmitted disease, i.e., e ) 0. In
Section 6 we give some examples and applications.
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Unless otherwise stated, the assumptions listed in this section hold
thoughout the paper. There is a maximum age A for the population soq
w xthat we can restrict ourselves to the age interval 0, A ; any A introducedq
below is such that 0 - A - A . The diffusion coefficient k is positive; theq
boundary ­ V of V is sufficiently smooth.
 .  .  .  .  .We refer to Eqs. 1 ] 2 as Problem G.P. and to Eqs. 1 ] 3 as
 .Problem S.I.S. .
2.1. Demographic Parameters and Data
We assume that b and m satisfy minimal conditions, sufficient in any
case to perform limiting processes involving monotone convergence, i.e.,
w . w . w . w .b , m : 0, ` = V = 0, ` = 0, A ª 0, ` are nonnegative and measur-q
able functions, locally lipschitz continuous in the variables p and x.
Furthermore
0 F b p , x , t , a F b - q`, p G 0, x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A , . max q
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w .while for some nondecreasing and continuous function m on 0, Amax q
0 F m p , x , t , a F m A - q`, .  .max
p G 0, x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A - A .q
 .  . w .Lastly f : V = 0, ` = 0, A ª 0, ` is nonnegative, measurable, andq
bounded.
2.2. Epidemic Parameters and Data
The recovery rate d and the contact rates g and g are nonnegative0 1
and measurable on their respective domains; furthermore,
0 F d x , t , a F d - q`, 0 F g x , t , a F g - q`, .  .max 0 0 max
Aq0 F g x , t , a, a9 da9 F g - q`, .H 1 1 max
0
w .for x in V, t ) 0, and 0 - a - A . The external supply f : V = 0, ` =q i
w . w .0, A ª 0, ` is again measurable and bounded with 0 F f F f. Theq i
initial condition i is such that0
0 F i x , a F m - q`, x g V , 0 - a - A ; .0 0 q
D i g L2 V = 0, A , ­ i x , a s 0 on ­ V = 0, A . .  .  . .x 0 q n 0 q
2.3. Notion of Solution
w xWe use the notion of solutions considered in 16 , i.e., nonnegative and
 .  . w .measurable functions z : V = 0, ` = 0, A ª 0, ` such that for anyq
t ) 0
t Aq 2 22 < < < <z q D z q ­ z q ­ z dx dt da - q`,HH H t a
V 0 0
0 F z x , t , a F m t - q`, x g V , 0 - t - t , 0 - a - A , .  . q
Aq0 F z x , t , a da s P x , t F M t - q`, x g V , 0 - t - t . .  .  .H
0
w xWe could use the notion of solutions introduced in 17 ; but this requires
extra technicalities making on the other hand the assumptions on D i andx 0
on the local lipschitz continuity of b and m unnecessary.
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2.4. Preliminary Results
Consider the linear problem
­ q ­ z y kD z .t a
q m x , t , a z s g x , t , a , x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A , .  . q
Aqz x , t , 0 s b x , t , a z x , t , a da, x g V , t ) 0, .  .  .H
0
4 .
­ z x , t , a s 0, x g ­ V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A , .n q
z x , 0, a s z x , a , x g V , 0 - a - A , .  .0 q
w xfor which existence and uniqueness results are derived in 14]16 when m,
g, b, and z have similar properties to those listed above for m, f , b ,0
and i .0
 .LEMMA 2.1 Comparison Principle . Assume g , b , m , and z , i s 1, 2,i i i 0 i
¨erify 0 F g F g , 0 F b F b , 0 F m F m , and 0 F z F z in V =1 2 1 2 2 1 01 02
 .  .  .0, ` = 0, A . Then the corresponding solutions to Problem 4 are suchq
that 0 F z F z .1 2
w xFor a proof we refer to 16 . In Section 7 one shows
 .LEMMA 2.2 Positivity Result . Assume the fertility function b is such that
for some 0 - A - A and e ) 0, b x , t , a ) 0, .b q b
for x g V , t ) 0, A y e - a - A .b b b
 .Let z be the unique nonnegati¨ e solution to Problem 4 .
 .  .  .If either supp g l V = 0, ` = 0, A / B or supp z l V = 0, A /b 0 b
B, there exists T ) 0 such that gi¨ en any A, A - A - A and any T ) 00 b q
one has
0 - a T , T , A F z x , t , a , x g V , T - t - T , 0 - a - A. .  .0 0
In the case of time periodic data and solutions one may choose T s 0.0
3. A COMPARISON PRINCIPLE
 .The comparison principle stated for the linear problem 4 is not true
 .anymore for the nonlinear Problem G.P. . Surprisingly enough it is still
 .valid for Problem S.I.S. .
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 .Concerning Problem G.P. given any nonnegative and bounded initial
 .condition u x, a , the existence and uniqueness of a nonnegative solution0
 .  .bounded over any domain V = 0, t = 0, A , 0 - t - q`, may beq
w xderived as in 15]17 under mild assumptions on u and f. Once such a0
 .  .solution u is known, for any i such that 0 F i x, a F u x, a , the0 0 0
existence and uniqueness of a globally defined solution i to Problem
 .  .  .  .  .S.I.S. with i x, 0, a s i x, a and fulfilling 0 F i x, t, a F u x, t, a is0
assumed. Actually, an existence proof is explicitly supplied in the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let u be a nonnegati¨ e solution to Problem G.P. , bounded
 .  .o¨er V = 0, t = 0, A for any 0 - t - q`. Gi¨ en any i with 0 Fq 0
 .  .  .i x, a F u x, 0, a , let i be the solution to Problem S.I.S. such that0
 .  .  .  .i x, 0, a s i x, a . Then the mapping 0 F i x, a F u x, 0, a ª 0 F0 0
 .  .i x, t, a F u x, t, a is nondecreasing.
The proof is detailed in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 below. We shall need
the following extension of Theorem 3.1, derived as a by-product of its
proof.
COROLLARY 3.1. Let us assume
0 F u F u , 0 F f 1 F f 2 , 0 F d F d ,1 2 i i 2 1
0 F « F « , g 1 F g 2 , g 1 F g 2 , 0 F i1 F i2 ,1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 F b p , x , t , a F b q , x , t , a , 0 F m q , x , t , a F m p , x , t , a .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
for 0 F p F q, x in V, t ) 0, and 0 - a - A .q
 .Then, the corresponding solutions i , n s 1, 2, to Problem S.I.S. withn
 . n .i x, 0, a s i x, a , n s 1, 2, are such that 0 F i F i .n 0 1 2
The proof is given in Subsection 3.3 below. The somewhat unusual
condition on b and m is designed to cover the case wherein one of themn n
is independent of p: see Section 6.
3.1. A Monotone Approximation Process
w xWe adapt an idea from 18 . Let us define
m x , t , a s m P x , t , x , t , a q d x , t , a .  .  . .
Aqq g x , t , a u x , t , a q g x , t , a, a9 u x , t , a9 da9 .  .  .  .H0 1
0
AqG j, g , g , f ; t , a s g 2u y j j q g x , t , a, a9 u x , t , a9 da9. j .  .  .  .H0 1 i 0 1
0
`
q g x , t , a, a9 j x , t , a9 da9. u y j q f . .  .  .H 1 i
0
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 .Any solution to Problem S.I.S. is also a solution to the modified equation
­ q ­ i y kD i q m x , t , a i s G i , g , g , f ; t , a .  .  .t a 0 1 i
in V = 0, ` = 0, A . .  .q
After some elementary algebraic manipulations one gets
G i , g , g , f ; t , a y G j, g , g , f ; t , a .  .0 1 i 0 1 i
s g 2u y i y j i y j .  .0
`
q g x , t , a, a9 . i y j x , t , a9 da9. u y i .  .  .  .H 1
0
Aqq g x , t , a, a9 . u y j x , t , a9 da9. i y j . .  .  .  .H 1
0
 .Thus the mapping 0 F j F u ª 0 F G j, g , g , f , t, a is nondecreasing.0 1 i
 n.We consider the sequence i defined through the following algo-nG 0
0 .  . nq1rithm: i x, t, a s u x, t, a , and i is the solution to the linear problem
 .  .in V = 0, ` = 0, A ,q
­ q ­ inq1 y kD inq1 q m x , t , a inq1 s G in , g , g , f ; t , a , .  .  .t a 0 1 i
Aqnq1 nq1i x , t , 0 s « b P x , t , x , t , a i x , t , a da, .  .  . .H
0
­ inq1 x , t , a s 0, x g ­ V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A , .n q
inq1 x , 0, a s i x , a , x g V , 0 - a - A . .  .0 q
Using the comparison principle for linear problems one has first 0 F
1 . 0 .  .  .  .i x, t, a F i x, t, a s u x, t, a since 0 F i x, a F u x, 0, a ; next, as-0
suming 0 F in F iny1 F ??? F i0 s u for some n G 2, the monotonicity of
 n .  ny1 .G for 0 F j F u implies G i , g , g , f ; t, a F G i , g , g , f ; ,t, a and0 1 i 0 1 i
nq1 n 0  n.thus 0 F i F i F ??? F i s u. Hence the sequence i is nonin-nG 0
creasing and bounded from below by 0. Thus it is strongly convergent in
p  .  ..L V = 0, t = 0, A for any 1 F p - q`, 0 - t - q`, toward aq
 .  .  .nonnegative function i with 0 F i x, t, a F u x, t, a in V = 0, ` =
 .0, A . This is sufficient to get that as n ª q`q
G in , g , g , f ; t , a ª G i , g , g f ; t , a . .0 1 i 0 1 i
in L2 V = 0, t = 0, A . .  . .q
n  . n.Going back to the equation for i one finds ­ q ­ i bounded int a nG 0
2  .  ..L V = 0, t = 0, a for any 0 - t - q`, 0 - A - A ; therefore, justq
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w x  . nas in 16, Lemma 4.1 one may conclude that, as n ª q`, ­ q ­ i ªt a
 . n 2  .  ..­ q ­ i, D i ª D i weakly in L V = 0, t = 0, A . As a conse-t a
n .  .quence, inf i x, t, a is the solution to Problem S.I.S. such thatnG 0
 .  .  .  .i x, 0,a s i x, a , provided 0 F i x, a F u x, 0, a .0 0
3.2. End of the Proof of Theorem 3.1
 .  .  .To show that the mapping 0 F i x, a F u x, 0, a ª 0 F i x, t, a F0
 .u x, t, a is nondecreasing, one may check that the approximating se-
 n.  n.quences i and i corresponding to two initial conditions 0 F1 nG 0 2 nG 0
 . n ni F i F u ., 0, . are such that 0 F i F i F u.01 02 1 2
3.3. Proof of Corollary 3.1
 .The partial differential equation for i in Eq. 3 may be rewritten as1
­ q ­ i y kD i q m x , t , a i .  .Ãt a 1
Aq2 2 1s g u y i i q g i da9 u y i y d i q f , .  .H0 2 1 2 2 i
0
m x , t , a s m q d y d q g 2 u y g 1u q g 2 y g 1 i .  .Ã  .  .1 1 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 1
A Aq q2 1 2 1q g u y g u da9 q g y g i da9 .  .H H1 2 1 1 1 1 1
0 0
so that compared with the equation
­ q ­ i y kD i q m x , t , a i .  .t a 2
Aq2 2 2s g u y i i q g i da9. u y i y d i q f .  .H0 2 1 2 2 i
0
for i one finds m G m and f 1 F f 2. Using the device introduced inÃ2 1 2 i 1
Subsection 3.1 and using Lemma 2.1 one may deduce that 0 F in F in F u .1 2 2
The conclusion follows.
4. MAXIMUM TIME PERIODIC OR STATIONARY STATE
The existence of such a maximum state will follow from the comparison
principle, i.e., Theorem 3.1. This requires us to have a suitable solution to
 .Problem G.P. , in the sense of Subsection 2.3, at hand. Hence, we shall
assume either
b , m , and f have a common period T in time, u is a nonnegative and bounded T-periodic solution to Problem G.P. , .
5 .
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or
b , m , and f are independent of time, ¨ is a nonnegative and bounded stationary solution to Problem G.P. . .
6 .
Concerning the existence of a nonnegative T-periodic or stationary solu-
 . w xtion to Problem G.P. see 14, 16, 21 .
THEOREM 4.2. Let g , g , d , and f ha¨e a common period T with respect0 1 i
 .  .to the time ¨ariable. Assume either 5 or 6 holds.
 .Then there exists a nonnegati¨ e and T-periodic solution j to Problem S.I.S. ,
 .the maximum T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S. in the range 0 F
 .  .  .  .  .j x, t, a F u x, t, a when 5 holds, or in the range 0 F j x, t, a F ¨ x, a
 .when 6 holds.
  . 4Proof. Let us introduce the semi-orbit i x, t, a , t ) 0 correspond-sup
 .  .  .ing to the solution of Problem S.I.S. having i x, 0, a s u x, 0, a forsup
initial condition at t s 0, 0 F i F u. Given any T-periodic solution j tosup
 .Problem S.I.S. in the range 0 F j F u, one gets from Theorem 3.1,
 .  .  .0 F j x, t, a F i x, t, a F u x, t, a because this holds at t s 0. Now,sup
 .because Problem S.I.S. is invariant by time translations of step T , a
straightforward recursion argument and Theorem 3.1 yield
0 F j x , t , a F i x , t q n q 1 T , a F i x , t q nT , a .  .  . .sup sup
F u x , t , a , n G 0. .
Thus, as n goes to q` one finds the maximum T-periodic solution in the
 .required range, i.e., inf i x, t q nT , a .nG 0 sup
 .When assumption 6 holds one may merely consider the solution to
 .  .Problem S.I.S. having ¨ x, a as initial condition at t s 0.
Next in the fully stationary case one gets
THEOREM 4.3. Let g , g , d , and f be independent of the time ¨ariable.0 1 i
 .Assume that 6 holds. Then, there exists a nonnegati¨ e stationary solution j of
 .Problem S.I.S. , the maximum solution in the range of those stationary
 .  .  .solutions to Problem S.I.S. such that 0 F j x, a F ¨ x, a .
 .Proof. Introducing the solution i to Problem S.I.S. correspondingsup
 .  .to the initial condition i x, 0, a s ¨ x, a one may check that
0 F j x , a F i x , t q t , a F i x , t , a F ¨ x , a , t ) 0. .  .  .  .sup sup
Now the maximum stationary solution in the desired range is given by
 .inf i x, t, a .t G 0 sup
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When the external supply f is not trivial the maximum T-periodic ori
stationary solution is obviously not the trivial one. But assuming f s 0 thei
same conclusion does not follow at once: this will be discussed in next
sections. Toward this end one has
COROLLARY 4.2. Let the assumptions listed in Theorem 4.2 hold. Let us
assume
0 F u F u , 0 F f 1 F f 2 , 0 F d F d ,1 2 i i 2 1
0 F « F « , 0 F g 1 F g 2 , 0 F g 1 F g 2 ,1 2 0 0 1 1
0 F b p , x , t , a F b q , x , t , a , 0 F m q , x , t , a F m p , x , t , a .  .  .  .1 2 2 1
for 0 F p F q, x g V, t ) 0, and 0 - a - A .q
Then the corresponding maximal T-periodic solutions i , n s 1, 2, to Prob-n
 .lem S.I.S. are such that 0 F i F i . A similar statement holds for the1 2
maximal stationary solution.
This follow from the construction of the maximal solution and Corol-
lary 3.1.
Note that Theorem 4.2 allows a T-periodic endemic state generated
either by T-periodic epidemic parameters or by a T-periodic external
supply of infected individuals within a population having already reached a
stationary state.
5. THE CASE OF A VERTICALLY
TRANSMITTED DISEASE
In this section we shall require
0 - e F 1. 7 .
A key argument for uniqueness and stability will be the positivity of the
solutions we consider. We supply a detailed analysis for time periodic
solutions; the case of stationary solutions is briefly stated.
 .Hence, let u be a nonnegative T-periodic solution of Problem G.P. . It
  . .follows that the birth rate eb P x, t , x, t, a and the death rate
  . .  .m P x, t , x, t, a are known. We assume there exist A , A , and « A0 1 0
with
0 - A y « A - A - A - A , .0 0 0 1 q
0 - b P x , t , x , t , a , x g V , t ) 0, A y « A - a - A , 8 .  .  . . 0 0 0
b P x , t x , t , a s 0, x g V , t ) 0, a ) A . . . 1
 .  .  .When b p, x, t, a ' b a this reduces to b a k 0 and max supp b - A .q
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This section also covers the case wherein u is a nonnegative stationary
 .solution of Problem G.P. , the epidemic parameters being T-periodic.
5.1. Uniqueness and Stability Results
The simplest case is
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 5.4. Let 5 or 6 , 7 , and 8 hold. Assume that g , g , d ,0 1
and f ha¨e the same period T andi
f x , t , a k 0, x g V , t G 0, 0 F a F A . 9 .  .i 0
 .Then there is a unique nonnegati¨ e T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S.
such that 0 F j F u; furthermore, it is globally stable in the range of solutions
 .  .  .to Problem S.I.S. such that 0 F j x, 0, a F u x, 0, a .
 .  .  .  .When 6 , 7 , 8 , and 9 hold, g , g , d , and f being independent of0 1 i
time, a similar statement is true for the maximal stationary solution.
 .The proof is given in Subsection 5.2. When instead of condition 9 one
assumes
f x , t , a ' 0, x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A , 10 .  .i q
the maximum T-periodic solution may be the trivial one or not. We now
give sufficient conditions ensuring that as soon as a nontrivial and nonneg-
ative T-periodic solution exists then it is unique and stable in a suitable
w xrange. In the spirit of 6 , let us introduce
for some s ) 0, g a G 0, g a9 G 0, .  .1 11 12
s g a g a9 F g x , t , a, a9 F g a g a9 . .  .  .  .  .1 11 12 1 11 12
11 .
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 5.5. Let 5 or 6 , 7 , and 8 hold with u nontri¨ ial on
 .  .V = 0, ` = 0, A . Assume that g , g , and d ha¨e the same period T and0 0 1
 .that 10 is true.
 .Then, there is at most one T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S. in the
 .  .range 0 F j F u and nontri¨ ial on V = 0, ` = 0, A when eitherq
g s 0 on V = 0, ` = 0, A but .  .1 1
12 .
g x , t , a k 0 on V = 0, ` = 0, A .  .  .0 0
or
11 holds with g a / 0 on 0, A and g a9 / 0 on 0, A . 13 .  .  .  .  .  .11 0 12 q
Furthermore it is positi¨ e and globally stable in the range of solutions to
 .  .  .Problem S.I.S. ha¨ing an initial condition 0 F j x, 0, a F u x, 0, a such
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 . w .  .that supp j ., 0, . l V = 0, A / B or such that supp j ., 0, . l V =0
w x0, max supp g / B.12
 .  .  .  .When 6 , 7 , 8 , and 10 hold, g , g , and d being independent of time,0 1
a similar statement is true for the maximal stationary solution if ¨ is nontri¨ ial
 .on V = 0, A .0
The proof is given in Subsection 5.3 below. Conversely, one has
 .  .  .THEOREM 5.6. Let 5 or 6 and 10 hold. Assume that g , g , and d0 1
 .ha¨e the same period T. Then if Problem S.I.S. has no nontri¨ ial T-periodic
 .solution, the tri¨ ial state is stable in the range of solutions j to Problem S.I.S.
 .  .ha¨ing an initial condition 0 F j x, 0, a F u x, 0, a . A similar statement
holds for stationary solutions.
 .  .  .  .Actually 0 F j x, 0, a F u x, 0, a implies 0 F j x, t, a F u x, t, a ; so,
 .when there is no nontrivial T-periodic solution, inf i x, t, qnT , a snG 0 sup
0 by construction of the maximal T-periodic solution. Thus inf j x, t qnG 0
.nT , a s 0.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 5.4
It proceeds through three steps: positivity of any admissible periodic
solution, uniqueness, and stability. First let j by any T-periodic solution to
 .  .  .  .Problem S.I.S. with 0 F j x, t, a F u x, t, a . From condition 9 on f iti
 .follows that j x, t, a k 0, x g V, 0 - t - T , 0 - a - A ; furthermore,1
given any A ) A it is positive and bounded from below by a positive1
 . w x  .constant on V = 0, ` = 0, A see Lemma 2.2 .
Next we look at existence and uniqueness. As pointed out earlier, as
soon as f / 0 there is at least one nontrivial nonnegative T-periodici
 .solution. Let i* be the maximum one. It is positive as soon as condition 9
holds, as indicated above. Let j be any T-periodic solution in the range
0 F j F u; one has 0 F j F i* F u. Given any A ) A , there exists r s1
 .r A with 0 - r - 1 such that
0 - r i* x , t , a F j x , t , a , x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A. .  .
w xDefine, using an idea in 13 ,
r* s sup r , 0 - r - 1, 0 - r i* x , t , a F j x , t , a ,  .  .
for x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A .4
Let us assume r* - 1, otherwise i* s j. Now let w be a solution in
 .  .V = 0, ` = 0, A of
­ q ­ w y kDw q m x , t , a w s G r*i*; g , g , f , t , a , .  .  .t a 0 1 i
w x , 0, a s j x , 0, a , .  .
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 .with the same initial and boundary conditions as in Eq. 3 . This is a linear
problem and clearly 0 F w F j because 0 F r i* F j. On the other hand,
G r*i*, g , g , f ; t , a .0 1 i
s r*G i*, g , g , f ; t , a .0 1 i
` `
q 1 y r* r*g i* q r* g i* da9 q g u da q f . 14 .  .H H0 1 1 i
0 0
 .  .Introducing w* the solution in V = 0, ` = 0, A of the linear problem
­ q ­ w* y kDw* q m x , t , a w* .  .t a
` `
s r*g i* q r* g i* da9 q g u da q f ,H H0 1 1 i
0 0
w* x , 0, a s j x , 0, a y r*i* x , 0, a r 1 y r* G 0, .  .  .  .
 .with the same initial and boundary condition as in Eq. 3 , one finds
 .  .0 F w* x, t, a and r*i* q 1 y r* w* s w F j. One may check that w* is
 .  .  .positive on V = T , T q T = 0, A for some T because 9 holds, a0 0 0
contradiction to r* - 1. Hence r* s 1 and i* s j.
Lastly let us look at the stability property. Toward this end let us
  . 4introduce the semiorbit i# x, t, a , t ) 0 corresponding to the solution of
 .  .  .Problem S.I.S. with i# x, 0, a s 0. One now has 0 F i# x, t q nT , a F
  . .  .  .i# x, t q n q 1 T , a F u x, t, a , n G 0. Thus sup i# x, t q nT , a isnG 0
a nonnegative nontrivial T periodic solution, i.e., the unique nonnegative
T periodic solution in the range 0 F j F u. Given any solution j to
 .  .  .  .Problem S.I.S. such that 0 F j x, 0, a F u x, 0, a one has 0 F i# x, t, a
 .  .  .F j x, t, a F i* x, t, a F u x, t, a , yielding stability.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.5
Again it proceeds through the same three steps as the proof of Theorem
5.4; we point out the main modifications in the first and the third steps.
 .  .First, u being nontrivial on V = 0, ` = 0, A , it follows from Lemma0
2.2 that u is positive and bounded from below by a positive constant on
 .  .any V = 0, ` = 0, A , A ) A .1
 .LEMMA 5.3. Let j be a nontri¨ ial T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S.
 .  .such that 0 F j x, t, a F u x, t, a , and let the assumptions listed in Theorem
5.5 hold. Then, for any A ) A , j is bounded from below by a positi¨ e1
 .  .constant on V = 0, ` = 0, A .
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 .Proof. Let us assume that condition 13 on g holds and let j,1
0 F j F u, be a nontrivial and nonnegative T-periodic solution; then either
Aqthere exist t ) 0, x g V , such that g a9 j x , t , a9 da9 / 0 15 .  . .Hj j 12 j j
0
or
Aq
g a9 j x , t , a9 da9 s 0, for all x g V , 0 - t - T . 16 .  .  .H 12
0
 .In the first case, 15 , one may rewrite the equation for j in the form
` `
­ q ­ j y kD j q m q d q g j q g j da9 j s g j q g j da9 u , . H Ht a 0 1 0 1
0 0
17 .
 .with the initial and boundary conditions in Eq. 3 . Now, from conditions
 .  .13 on g and u being nontrivial, the right hand side of Eq. 17 is not11
 .  .trivial on V = 0, T = 0, A so that the conclusion of Lemma 5.30
follows again from the positivity property in Lemma 2.2.
 .In the second case, 16 , the equation for j reduces to the intracohort
problem
w x w x­ q ­ j y kD j q m q d j s g u y j j 18 .  .t a 0
with suitable initial and boundary conditions. Along the characteristic lines
 .t y a s c of ­ q ­ , Eq. 18 is a semilinear parabolic equation witht a
nonnegative initial data and a solution such that 0 F j F u. From the
 .maximum principle, one gets either for some c ) 0, j x, c q a, a ) 0 forj j
 .all x g V, a ) 0, a contradiction to 16 and g not identically 0 on12
 .  .  .  .0, A , or j x, t, a ' 0 on V = 0, ` = 0, A , a contradiction to jq q
 .being nontrivial. Hence, condition 16 cannot hold.
 .Let us now assume that condition 12 holds. Then the partial differen-
 .tial equation for j reduces to Eq. 18 and the conclusion follows.
Once the result of Lemma 5.3 is granted one may prove that there is at
 .most one nontrivial T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S. as in Theo-
rem 5.4.
Let us show stability.
 .LEMMA 5.4. Let j be a nontri¨ ial T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S.
 .  .such that 0 F j x, t, a F u x, t, a , and let the assumptions listed in Theorem
5.5 hold. Then j is globally stable in the range described therein.
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 .  .  .Proof. Let i, 0 F i x, t, a F u x, t, a be a solution to Problem S.I.S. .
The stability property will be proved by exhibiting suitable subsolutions.
 .  .Let us first assume that i x, 0, a is fertile, i.e., supp i ., 0, . intersects
 .V = 0, A . Then, for any A ) A and some t large enough one gets0 0 i
from Lemma 2.2
0 - a i F i x , t , a , x g V , 0 - a - A. .  .i
 .Now, if there is a nonnegative and T-periodic solution to Problem S.I.S. ,
 .  .say i*, 0 F i* x, t, a F u x, t, a , then it is positive from Lemma 5.3, so
that
0 - r i* x , t , a F i x , t , a , .  .i i
x g V , 0 - a - A , for some r , 0 - r - 1.
 .  .  .Let j be the solution to Problem S.I.S. with j x, t , a s r i* x, t , a ,inf inf i i
 .x g V, 0 - a - A. Note that r i* is a subsolution of Problem S.I.S.
 .  .   .because rG i*, g , g , f ; t, a F G r i*, g , g , f ; t, a see Eq. 14 in the0 1 i 0 1 i
.proof of Theorem 5.4 .
Therefore, one has for x in V, t - t, and 0 - a - A,i
0 - r i* x , t , a F j x , t , a F i x , t , a F i x , t , a F u x , t , a . .  .  .  .  .inf sup
See the proof of Theorem 4.2 for the meaning of i . A recursionsup
 .   . .argument implies 0 F j x, t q nT , a F j x, t q n q 1 T , a . Hence,inf inf
 .sup j x, t q nT , a is a nontrivial T-periodic solution. To concludenG 0 inf
one may observe that the solution under consideration is bounded between
to sequences of functions converging toward the T-periodic solution.
 . w .Let us now assume that supp i ., 0, . intersects V = 0, max supp g .12
The positivity of i is proved by proceeding as in the first part of the proof
of Lemma 5.3. The end of the proof is straightforward.
6. SOME APPLICATIONS
w xIn the first subsection we improve earlier results of 14 when the vital
dynamics is not density dependent. Next we consider the separable case
w xintroduced in 5 .
6.1. Linear, Time, and Space Independent Vital Dynamics
Assume
b p , x , t , a s b a , m p , x , t , a s m a . 19 .  .  .  .  .n n
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In this setting the dynamics of the global population is governed by
­ u q ­ u y kDu q m a u s f x , t , a .  .t a n
Aqu x , t , 0 s b a u x , t , a da, .  .  .H n
0
20 .
­ u x , t , a s 0, .n
the natural birth and death rates and the influx f being as in Section 2.
Assume that
f x , t q T , a s f x , t , a , x g V , t ) 0, 0 - a - A , for some T . .  . q
21 .
w xThen, a suitable modification of the results in 14 yields the following
 .result: Eq. 20 has a unique nonnegative T-periodic solution if and only if
the root r* of
aAq
b a ? exp y m a da y r*a da s 1 22 .  .  .H Hn n 5
0 0
 .is negative, i.e., if, and only, the net growth rate for 20 is negative. If
either r* ) 0 or r* s 0 but f x , t , a .
k 0 on V = 0, T = 0, max supp b , 23 .  .  .n
 .then Eq. 20 has no T-periodic solution. In the limiting case, we have
LEMMA 6.5. Let us assume
r* s 0 and f x , t , a ' 0 on V = 0, T = 0, max supp b . .  .  .n
24 .
 .  .Then, when 21 holds, Eq. 20 has infinitely many T-periodic solutions, any
two of which ha¨e for difference a temporally and spatially homogeneous
 .  a  . 4solution of Eq. 20 , that is a function of the form c exp yH m a da for0 n
some constant c.
 .  .Proof. First, in the domain V = 0, ` = 0, max supp b any functionn
 a  . 4  .of the form c exp yH m a da , c G 0, is a solution to Eq. 20 . Next, it0 n
 .  .has a unique continuation to the domain V = 0, ` = max supp b , An q
to a T-periodic solution upon introducing the solution to the initial value
problem with Neumann boundary conditions
­ z q ­ z y kD z q m a u s f x , t , a , .  .t a n
25 .
max supp b nz x , t , max supp b s c exp yH m a da , .  . 4n 0 n
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 .in V = R = max supp b , A . Arguing along the characteristic lines ofn q
 .­ q ­ , the straight lines t y a s constant, Eq. 25 reduces to a family oft a
linear parabolic problems, depending on the parameter t, each one of
them having a unique solution. The data being T-periodic, so is the set of
solutions. This shows the existence of infinitely many T-periodic solutions.
 .Now, given two T-periodic solutions of Eq. 20 their difference is a
 . w xT-periodic solution of Eq. 20 with f s 0. Just as in 16, Theorem 4.9 it is
 a  . 4convergent to c exp yH m a da as t tends to q`, for some constant c0 n
depending on the initial condition. Thus this difference is independent of t
and x.
 .Going back to the corresponding epidemic problem in V = 0, ` =
 .0, Aq
­ i q ­ i y kD i q m a i s g i; x , t , a . u y i y d a i q f , .  .  .  .t a n i
Aqi x , t , 0 s « b a i x , t , a da, 26 .  .  .  .H n
0
­ i x , t , a s 0, .n
 .the only interesting situation occurs when either r* - 0 or 24 holds. In
either case, if there is a T-periodic influx of infected individuals within the
fertility window and
f x , t , a k 0 on V = 0, T = 0, max supp b , f T y periodic, .  .  .i n i
27 .
 .then given any nonnegative and T-periodic solution u to Eq. 20 , there is
a unique T-periodic and stable endemic state. This improves the existence
w xresult of 14 .
 .When 27 does not hold, in order to make sure that the maximum
T-periodic endemic state is not the trivial, one we must exhibit a nontrivial
subsolution. Set
u# a s inf u x , t , a , x g V , t G 0 , u s g , f , 4 .  . 0
g # a, a9 s inf g x , t , a, a9 , x g V , t G 0 , 4 .  .1 1
and consider the spatially homogeneous problem
Aq
­ j q m a j s g # j h y j q g # a, a9 j a, a9 da9 h y j .  .  .  .  .Ha n 0 1
0
y d a j, .
Aqj t , 0 s « b a j t , a da, 28 .  .  .  .H n
0
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 .where h is a stationary solution of
`
­ h q m a h s f# a , h 0 s b a h a da. 29 .  .  .  .  .  .Ha n n
0
 .If r* - 0, Eq. 29 has a unique nonnegative solution which is nontrivial
 .and positive if and only if f# a k 0. When r* - 0 and f# / 0, the
 .T-periodic solution u of Eq. 20 is bounded from below by the positive
 .stationary solution of Eq. 29 : this is the comparison principle for periodic
w x  .solutions of 14 . If r* s 0, Eq. 29 has no nonnegative solution if
 .  a  .4f# a k 0 and infinitely many solutions given by c exp yH m a da0 n
 .depending on the parameter c if f# s 0. When condition 24 holds Eqs.
 .  .  .20 and 29 have the same T periodic solutions on 0, max supp b , theirn
 .unique continuation on max supp b , A yielding larger solutions forn q
 .  .Eq. 20 than for Eq. 29 .
 .In both cases the maximal nonnegative T-periodic solution of Eq. 26 is
 .bounded from below by the maximal stationary solution of Eq. 28 . This is
Corollary 4.2 above.
The existence, uniqueness, and stability of nontrivial solutions of Eq.
 . w x28 is analyzed in 7, 3 . An abstract bifurcation parameter is actually
exhibited there which can be made quite explicit in some particular cases:
 .   .the intracohort case g # s 0 , the intercohort case g # s 0, g # a, a91 0 1
 ..   .  .. w xs g # a , or the crosscohort case g # a s g # a, a9 ; see 3, 6, 7, 12 .1 1 1
 .Thus, as soon as Eq. 28 has a nontrivial solution, the maximal T-periodic
 .solution of Eq. 26 is nontrivial.
Let us now define for x s g or x s f0
x* a s sup x x , t , a , x g V , t G 0 , 4 .  .
g U a, a9 s sup g x , t , a, a9 , x g V , t G 0 , 4 .  .1 1
and consider the spatially homogeneous problem
­ j q m a j s g U j h y j q H Aqg U a, a9 j a, a9 da9 h y j y d a j, .  .  .  .  .  .a n 0 0 1
j t , 0 s «H Aqb a j t , a da, 30 .  .  .  .0 n
 .where h is now a stationary solution of
Aq
­ h q m a h s f * a , h 0 s b a h a da. 31 .  .  .  .  .  .Ha n n
0
 .In a similar fashion one may show that if Eq. 30 has no nontrivial
 .stationary solution then Eq. 26 has no nontrivial solution and, further-
 .more, the trivial endemic state is stable in the range 0 F i x, 0, a F
 .u x, 0, a .
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6.2. A Separable Model
w xLet us consider a modification of the separable model of 5 , namely
b p , x , t , a s b a , m p , x , t , a s m p , x q m a . 32 .  .  .  .  .  .n e n
Let us assume that the force of infection takes the mixed intra-intercohort
w xform of 12
Aq
g t , a i q g t , a i x , t , a9 da9. 33 .  .  .  .H0 1
0
We shall apply our results to address three different questions.
QUESTION 1. In the intracohort case, assuming no external supply of
infected indi¨ iduals, can an initial input of infected generate a stationary and
stable nontri¨ ial endemic state within a population ha¨ing reached a stationary
state?
 .  .  . `  .The setting is f s 0, u x, t, a s ¨ x, a , and Q x s H ¨ x, a a non-i 0
 .  .  .trivial stationary solution to Problem G.P. . Also g t, a s g a and0 0
 .g t, a s 0. From Theorem 5.5 there is at most one nontrivial nonnegative1
w xstationary solution, provided g / 0 on 0, max supp b ; it is stable in a0 n
suitable range as soon as it exists. Again, we are just left with finding a
nontrivial subsolution, using Corollary 4.2.
Going back to the existence of a maximal stationary solution, the
  . 4semi-orbit i x, t, a , t ) 0 in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is not onlysup
nonincreasing but one may show that the convergence is uniform on any
w xdomain V = 0, A , 0 - max supp b - A - A . If this maximal station-n q
ary solution is the trivial one, then given any small positive a , there exists
 .  .  .T a ) 0 with 0 - i x, t, a F a , t G T a , x g V, 0 F a F A. Thus, asup
 .  .comparison principle gives 0 - w# x, t, a F i x, t, a , w# being thesup
solution to the linear problem
­ q ­ w# y kDw# .t a
q m Q x , x q m a q d a .  .  . .e n
yg ¨# a y a w# s 0, 34 .  . .0
Aqw# x , t , 0 s « b a w x , t , a da, .  .  .H n
0
­ w# x , t , a s 0 on ­ V .n
  . .   . .for which w# x, T a , a s i x, T a , a . Let l be the dominant eigen-sup 1
  . .value of ykD q m Q x , x in V with Neumann boundary conditions; lete
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r# be the root of
aAq1 s e b a exp y m u q d u y g u ¨# u du y r#a da. .  .  .  .  .H Hn n 0 5
0 0
w x  .Arguing as in 16, Theorem 4.9 , it follows that r# ) l yields w# ., t, . ª1
q` as t ª q`, a contradiction to the maximal stationary solution being
the trivial one. Thus the answer is positive in this case.
Conversely, the answer is negative if r* - l , r* the root of1
aAq1 s e b a exp y m u q d u y g u ¨* u du y r*a da. .  .  .  .  .H Hn n 0 5
0 0
QUESTION 2. Assuming no external supply of infected indi¨ iduals, can a
T-periodic force of infection generate a stable and nontri¨ ial T-periodic
endemic state within a population ha¨ing reached a stationary state?
The setting is as above, now with g and g being T-periodic instead of0 1
.g s 0 . Theorem 5.5 supplies at most one nontrivial T-periodic endemic1
state, stable in a suitable range. A positive subsolution may be constructed
 .by using a nontrivial stationary solution for Problem S.I.S. , the contact
rate being given by g # and g #; in that case the answer to this question is0 1
positive. Conversely, if there is no nontrivial stationary solution when the
contact rate is given by g U and g U , the answer is negative. Explicit0 1
threshold parameters for the spatially homogeneous problems are found
w xin 12 .
QUESTION 3. Can a T-periodic supply of infected indi¨ iduals generate a
T-periodic and stable nontri¨ ial endemic state within a population ha¨ing a
T-periodic or stationary distribution?
 .  .  .Now u, P is a T-periodic or stationary solution to Problem G.P. and
f is a T-periodic function. The answer is positive as soon as f / 0 oni i
 .  .V = 0, T = 0, max supp b .n
7. PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2
 .Let z be a nonnegative solution to Problem 4 wherein m, g, b, and z0
 .are nonnegative. Assume first that supp z l V = 0, A / B. As in the0 b
w xproof of Lemma 4.10 in 21 , one may show that for some open subdomain
 .O of V and for some T large enough, one has z x, t, 0 ) 0 for t G T ,0 0
x g O. Arguing along the characteristic lines of ­ q ­ along whicht a
 .Problem 4 is a linear parabolic problem, the maximum principle implies
 .z x, t, a ) 0 for x g V, t G T , 0 - a - A - A . Now, b being positive0 q
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 .  .  .on A y e , A , one gets z x, t, 0 G m T ) 0, x g V, T F t F T , andb b b 0
a further application of the maximum principle yields the desired result.
 .  .Next assume that supp g l V = 0, ` = 0, A / B. Then, for someb
 .  .t ) 0, one has supp z ., t , . l V = 0, A / B so that one is back to the0 0 b
previous case with t s 0 replaced by t s t . This positivity property propa-0
gates in time for periodic solutions.
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